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George Foreman, at his home in Houston, went from street fighter to boxing champion to product pitchman. Along the way he had a close call with bankruptcy after squandering $5 million.

Fortune’s Fools: Why the Rich Go Broke
By TIMOTHY L. O’BRIEN

G

EORGE FOREMAN — bald, smiling and gigantic — is
propped atop a stool in Gleason’s Gym, the venerable boxing haunt in Brooklyn, watching a videotape of his heavyweight championship bout in 1994 with Michael Moorer.
Mr. Foreman once devastated opponents with brutal, staccato punches short on artistry and long on force. He disposed of formidable pile drivers like Joe Frazier, traded blows with dangerous magicians like Muhammad Ali, and dropped the undefeated
26-year-old Mr. Moorer in the 10th round with a right to the jaw.

Mr. Foreman was 45 at the time of the Moorer fight, a rolypoly 250-pounder who had just reclaimed the heavyweight mantle
that Mr. Ali had snatched from him 20 years earlier. By knocking
out Mr. Moorer, Mr. Foreman became the oldest heavyweight
champion in history and he hailed his victory at the time as one
“for all my buddies in the nursing home and all the guys in the
jail.”
As Mr. Foreman watches the tape of Mr. Moorer crumpling
to the mat, part of a boxing retrospective that ESPN is shooting at
Gleason’s, he beams. “Play that again,” he says to no one in particular, softly chuckling to himself. The knockout was the culmination of an unlikely return to the ring that Mr. Foreman staged in
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his later years, well after he had retired. He has often said that he
ended his retirement to prove that nobody is too old for a comeback.
But Mr. Foreman confides in an interview that something
else actually drove him back into boxing in the late 1980’s, and it
had nothing to do with proving the meaninglessness of an AARP
card. Having blown about $5 million, made mostly, he says, during
his salad days as a young champion, he desperately needed the
money he could earn by fighting again. A former street thug from
Houston, accustomed to dispassionately cutting down the most ferocious of men, Mr. Foreman was on the verge of bankruptcy in
Continued on Page 8
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The Best and the Worst in Executive Pay
T began as an allegedly pro-shareholder philosophy,
but pay for performance at too many companies has
turned out to be just another pretty lie. Watching
mountains of money go to managers who destroyed value in recent years, stockholders have learned that while
their shares may sink, executive pay rarely does.
Still, there are some companies where pay for performance is taken seriously, and Glass Lewis & Company, the proxy advisory service and research firm in San
Francisco, has identified them.
In a report spotlighting the best and the worst com-
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Is it a fork? A spoon? A knife? Yes.
The Goods, by Brendan I. Koerner. 2

panies in the pay realm, Glass Lewis analyzed 2,375
companies that were in either the Standard & Poor’s
500-stock index or the Russell 3000 index. They culled
companies that had received either an A or F grade in
the firm’s proprietary pay-for-performance model.
In the grading process, Glass Lewis looked at six indicators of shareholder wealth and business performance: changes in stock price, per-share earnings and
book value over the two prior years; and total return,
return on equity and return on assets for the previous
year.

Some fascinating data emerges from the exercise.
At the 25 companies with the most egregious pay-fornonperformance, chief executive pay averaged $16.7
million in 2005. The stocks at these companies, meanwhile, fell an average 14 percent while their overall net
income dropped 25 percent, on average.
And for all those who argue that excessive pay
packages have no material cost to shareholders, check
this out: the average chief executive’s pay totaled 6.4
percent of these entities’ total net income. Real money,
Continued on Page 9
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Untangling the Internet video freefor-all. Media Frenzy, by Richard
Siklos. 3

The Rise of Baidu (That’s Chinese for Google)
founded his own search company in China,
naming it Baidu (pronounced “by-DOO”). Today, Baidu has a market value of $3 billion and
operates the fourth-most trafficked Web site in
BEIJING
the world. And Baidu is doing what no other InN the summer of 1998 at a picnic in Silicon
ternet company has been able to do: clobbering
Valley, Eric Xu, a 34-year-old biochemist,
Google and Yahoo in its home market.
introduced his shy, reserved friend Robin Li
While Baidu continues to gain market
to John Wu, then the head of Yahoo’s search enshare in China — and does so with a Web site
gine team.
that the Chinese government heavily censors
Mr. Li, 30 at the time, was a frustrated
and that gives priority to advertising rather
staff engineer at Infoseek, an Internet search
than relevant search results — some analysts
engine partly owned by Disney, a company
question whether Baidu can withstand competiwhose fading commitment to Infoseek did not
tion from Google and Yahoo, which possess sumesh with Mr. Li’s ongoing passion for search.
perior technology and global work forces.
Like Disney, Mr. Wu and Yahoo were also losBut Baidu’s evolution, and Mr. Li’s journey
ing interest in the business prospects of search,
as an entrepreneur, offer textbook examples of
and Yahoo — in a colossal corporate blunder —
the payoffs and perils of doing business in Chieventually outsourced all of its search funcna and suggest that Baidu may prove to be far
tions to a little startup named Google.
more resilient than some analysts believe. ChiMr. Xu, who had called together some
na has a population of 1.3 billion, about 130 milfriends for a documentary he was making on
lion of whom are Internet users, an online marSilicon Valley, thought the two search guys
ket second in size only to the American market.
Miranda Mimi Kuo for The New York Times
would hit it off. Mr. Wu says he exchanged
Because China is the world’s fastest-growing
greetings with Robin Li, but what most im- Robin Li’s passion for search led him to create Baidu, based in Beijing.
major economy, analysts consider it the next
pressed him was that despite all of the pessigreat Internet battleground, with Baidu uniquemism surrounding search, Mr. Li remained unly positioned to prosper from that competition.
ternet company Alibaba.com. “But Robin, he seemed
daunted.
In exchange for letting censors oversee its Web site,
very determined to stick with it. And you have to admire
“The people at Yahoo didn’t think search was all
Baidu has sealed its dominance with support from the
what he accomplished.”
that important, and so neither did I,” says Mr. Wu, who
Indeed. A year after the picnic, in 1999, Mr. Li
Continued on Page 7
is now the chief technology officer at the Chinese InBy DAVID BARBOZA
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